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Abstract 

Numerous instant messaging are available for mobile devices as a cheaper alternative over operator-based text messaging 

via SMS. Furthermore, instant messaging allow the user to exchange textual messages, images, audio, and videos. However, 

the ease offered by instant messaging also had a negative impact including making instant messaging as a criminal land. 

This paper focuses on conducting forensic data analysis of two popular instant messaging applications on Android 
smartphones; WhatsApp and Telegram. In this analysis, we use open-source tools and software applied on non-rooted 

Android devices. By using the result, an analyst will be able to read, and reconstruct the chronology of the messages and 

the list of contact and also know the difference in data structures obtained from these two instant messaging applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

THE growing number of mobile users worldwide followed by mobile app development that provides low-

cost or free chat services as a cheaper alternative to operator-based text messaging via SMS. The use of this 

alternative service is broadly named instant messaging. Instant messaging is an online chat type that offers real-

time text transmission over the internet [1, 2]. They provide a straightforward way to exchange text messages, 

graphics, video, audio messages, and emoticons or stickers. In addition, instant messaging also offers a variety 

of interesting features such as group chat, contact sharing, location sharing, and also file sharing [3]. 

Based on data from January 2022, WhatsApp is the most popular global mobile messenger application in 

the world with users over 2 million monthly active users. In terms of number of users, WhatsApp has increased 

significantly year by year [3]. Unlike WhatsApp, Telegram becomes a very popular instant messaging platform 

(in February 2016, the Telegram Messenger LLP company reported that there were 100,000,000 active users 
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per month, with 350,000 new users signing up per day [4]. As of the most recently reported period in [3], 

Telegram had 550 million global users as shown in Fig. 1.  

 The popularity of instant messaging services creates tremendous problems and challenges. One of them is 

to make instant messaging services a criminal land to launch its actions [5]. Such as cyberbullying, stalking 

sharing threatening, pornographic content, abuse, and other types of criminal acts using smartphones. In cases 

involving smartphone devices, instant messaging apps have the potential to be a source of evidentiary 

information in most investigations. So therefore, forensic analysis of this application is very important from the 

point of view of the investigation [6]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Number of instant messaging user statistics [3] 

 Several previous works have been done on the same topic, as in literature [1, 2, 7, 8] but they present a 

methodology for the forensic analysis and artifacts generated on Android smartphones on instant messaging 

separately (especially WhatsApp and Telegram) so difficult when investigator will analyze the overall instant 

messaging installed on the smartphone. In this paper, we fill this gap by presenting a comparison and forensic 

evidence analysis of the data stored on WhatsApp and Telegram accessible on Android smartphones. These 

applications were chosen with their similar features and because both are the main targets for evil-doers and 

criminals to misuse these applications. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe related work, and review existing 

work, while in Section 3 we describe the methodology and the tools we use in our study. Then, in Section 4 we 

discuss the forensic analysis of WhatsApp and Telegram and then compare both of them as an experimental 

result. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper and outline future research work. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The forensic analysis of instant messaging applications especially WhatsApp and Telegram on Android 

smartphones has been the subject of numerous works published in the literature. [1,7] focus on WhatsApp and 

[2, 8] on Telegram. By using the result [1] and [2] analysts will be able to reconstruct the list of contacts and 

the chronology of the messages that have been exchanged by the user. In [8] complete the [2] with the usage of 

the SHA-1 function is performed in this paper. 

As [7] focus on the forensic analysis of WhatsApp, their work presents a step-by-step forensically sound 

procedure to extract WhatsApp conversations, which are by default encrypted, from a suspect or victim device 

and later decrypt it to convert them into human-readable formats which apply on non-rooted Android devices. 

The works of [7] are similar to ours, but for the implementation, we use a simpler tool to backup and retrieve a 

key file of WhatsApp by using the backup and restore tool provided by the OPPO smartphone (which is a 

scenario as evidence). 

The works [9] and [10] focus on conducting forensic data analysis of two widely used instant messaging 

applications on Android smartphones: WhatsApp and Viber. As a differentiator, in our work, the subject of 

forensic analysis is WhatsApp and Telegram. 

From all the literature, our contribution is to make a summary of the previous methodology by combining 

two methodologies in WhatsApp and Telegram in the simple way (non-rooted device). So hopefully, it will 

simplify the analysis of forensic instant messaging on android smartphones. In addition, we can know the 

difference in data structures obtained from these two instant messaging applications. 

 

III. ANALYSIS AND METHODOLOGY 

 

The study described in this paper has been performed by caring out a set of controlled experiments, referring 

to a usage scenario. After the experiment is done, the memory of the evidence device will be checked to identify, 

extract, and analyze the data generated by WhatsApp and Telegram installed on the Android smartphone. 

The devices used in the forensic process are prepared to be able to perform the investigation. The device 

was configured with an operating system installed antivirus condition to prevent evidence contamination or 

deletion caused by virus attacks [11]. Used in this forensic analysis is OPPO F1s (A1601 32 GB) applied on 

non-rooted, Android version 5.1 (ColorOS), WhatsApp version 2.18.92, and Telegram 4.7.0. 

 

A. Software Tools 

1. WhatsApp Viewer (Version 1.11) 

2. SQLite Database Browser (Version 3.10.1) 

3. Backup and Restore (on OPPO smartphone device) 

 

B. Hardware Tools 

1. Forensic Workstation (Toshiba Satellite, Intel core i3, 4GB RAM, Windows 7 OS) 

2. USB data cable 

3. OPPO F1s (A1601 32 GB) 

 For this experiment used Android smartphones that are applied on non-rooted, is highly avoided to do 

permanent rooting because it is very risky to change the evidence [12]. 
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C.  Methodology   

The first step to performing the acquisition of WhatsApp and Telegram is to perform a backup of internal 

and external memory data from both applications. To make backups using the backup and restore tool provided 

by the OPPO smartphone. 

Choose to Create new backup – Applications then select WhatsApp and Telegram. After that to get the 

result from the backup prosses connect the mobile device to the forensic workstation using the appropriate data 

cable. The mobile device will display in My Computer as Portable Media Player as shown in Fig. 2. Browse 

the folder named Backup and then we can get the result as shown in Fig. 3 There are two folders to be analyzed 

further. WhatsApp and Telegram artifacts relevant to forensic investigations are analyzed within SQLite 

Database Browser. 

  

Fig. 2 Evidence device attached to forensic workstation 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Browse to App folders in Backup folder 

 

In this way, the acquisition of the internal memory of that application is greatly simplified. However, if 

these files are checked only with SQLite Database Browser, we will get finite artifacts, because both data from 

this application are encrypted. 

Since this database WhatsApp cannot be viewed directly (encrypted), so to access it, available some 

commercial tools such as Cellebrite and Oxygen Forensic but unfortunately, we did not have access to them. 

The alternative way that we choose to use open-source software is WhatsApp Viewer. To decrypt the WhatsApp 

database by using WhatsApp Viewer is needed key file of WhatsApp located in the folder 

com.whatsapp/files/key. From the acquisition process in step C, we have got the key file easily, 

without applying rooted on the device. But we did not find yet what kind of open source such as WhatsApp 

Viewer for Telegram. So, Telegram analysis is limited by using SQLite Database Browser. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Forensic Analysis of Database Schema of WhatsApp 

WhatsApp has two different locations and names, namely “com.whatsapp” and “WhatsApp” folders. The 

folder location “com.whatsapp” is directly on directory /data/data/com.whatsapp/.  Another folder 

named “WhatsApp” is located in external memory. Picture, audio, video files downloaded by the application 

were found in this folder. 

 

Fig. 4 Structure WhatsApp forensics analysis of com.whatsapp folder 

 

Fig.  5 Structure WhatsApp forensics analysis of WhatsApp folder 

Forensic examination focus on folder “com.whatsapp” where there are msgstore.db and wa.db 

SQLite Databases. The msgstore.db contains details of any chat conversation between a user and their 

contacts. The wa.db stores information on the user’s contact list [10]. Both databases can be found under the 
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database folder at the following defined locations wa.db: /data/data/com.whatsapp/databases 

besides msgstore.db: /data/data/com.whatsapp/databases. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of the 

structure of WhatsApp forensics analysis of com.whatsapp folder and Fig. 5 shows a structure of WhatsApp 

forensics analysis of the WhatsApp folder. 

B. Forensic Analysis of Database Schema of Telegeram 

Telegram artifacts relevant to the forensic investigation are stored within SQLite Databases. Telegram 

artifacts on Android are stored found at the following locations: 

\data\data\org.telegram.messanger\files\cache4.db 

cache4.db databases store details on Telegram’s user activities, contact information, messages exchange, 

sharing location/files, and delete chat [8]. Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of the structure of Telegram forensic analysis. 

 
Fig. 6 Structure Telegram forensic analysis 

C. Forensic Analysis of WhatsApp and Telegram 

As discussed in section Methodology for the analysis of WhatsApp artifacts, we have used WhatsApp 

Viewer. As is already known that the msgstore.db is a database file containing conversations, while the 

wa.db contains the contact of the user WhatsApp including display name, phone number, and timestamp given 

upon registration. Both databases are required when using the WhatsApp Viewer with key files. Using 

WhatsApp Viewer, we can browse through available contacts and conversations between users of mobile 

devices and contacts [10]. 

 

Fig. 7 Provide the msgstore.db database and extracted key files 
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Fig. 8 Snapshot of WhatsApp Viewer 

For the analysis of Telegram artifacts, we have used SQLite Database Browser. The unzipped folder 

org.telegram.messanger contains the database directly on 

\data\data\org.telegram.messanger\files\cache4.db. In the users, the table is shown 

userID, name, status, and data. Contact/users information not only exists in the users table, but also in 

user_contact_v7 table (which are contained userID, forename, surname, and imported) and in a table 

of user_phone_v7 (which are contained phone number, and deleted). We can see the table clearly as shown 

in Fig.  9. 

Besides the three user tables, we can find out blocked contacts from the blocked_ users table. We have also 

studied messages exchange. In this scenario, we created a group chat with groupID 229033190. All the 

information from the exchange of messages is stored on the messages table. Figure 10 is an example of the 

output text messages in groupID 229033190 with the time it happened. From this result, we can see the plain 

text that is displayed in this table. So, it can be evidence to look at other evidence/chats for related that may 

have been used in cybercrime. 
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Fig. 9 User database evidence in user_contacts_v7 table 

 

Fig. 10 Exchange of messages database evidence in messages table 
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D. Result of Research Findings and Forensic Analysis 

With WhatsApp Viewer it is possible to extract and decode messages to reconstruct the chronology of the 

messages exchanged, determine when a message has been exchanged, the number of users involved in this 

conversation, and the data it carried. In the other words, digital artifacts from WhatsApp have been widely 

obtained. Otherwise, Telegram is limited to using only SQLite Database Browser so that the acquired digital 

artifacts are limited, not able to determine when a message has been exchanged. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper aimed to focus on finding and analyzing the artifacts from WhatsApp and Telegram on Android 

smartphones. In this paper, we performed a comparative study of database design in WhatsApp and Telegram. 

Intended to determine main artifacts easily from both instant messaging using available tools and software open 

source.  These all research findings can help forensic investigators during any criminal incident and can be used 

as evidence in a court of law. But it was not focused on finding the artifacts if the data or application is deleted. 

And also the usage of any hash function is not performed in this paper. In the future, retrieving the artifacts of 

instant messaging after deleted data and strengthening evidence legitimation in court, using hash function 

analysis can be a part of our research scope. 
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